Guatemala

Indigenous Maya-Mam people
living in the western highlands of
Guatemala face discrimination and deeprooted poverty. PWS&D is responding
with programs that work to promote
human rights, improve the livelihoods of
indigenous men and women, and ensure
there is food for the future.

In Guatemala, the indigenous MayaMam people have a rich history and
culture but many experience extreme
poverty and oppression. Lack of
economic opportunities and
environmental threats such as climate
change, encroaching mining operations,
and deforestation make it difficult for
families to break cycles of poverty.
Through partnerships with the
Maya-Mam Association of Research and
Development (AMMID) and the
Fraternidad of Maya Presbyterials,
PWS&D is working to overcome these
challenges.

Food Security and
Environmental
Sustainability
PWS&D is working with over 300
farm families to increase crop
production, build resilience to climate
change and preserve the environment for
future generations. With training in agroecological production, farmers are using
traditional knowledge and locally
available resources to grow more food
and improve their livelihoods.

Agricultural promoters in each community are
trained and provided with organic fertilizer, vegetable
seeds, fruit tree saplings and livestock to build
integral farms, which serve as an example for
hundreds of other farmers. They share
their newly acquired knowledge,
demonstrating new farming
techniques to strengthen
community-wide food
security.
Farm families taking
part in the project also
receive seeds and fruit
tree saplings to start
gardens of their own.
Families expand their diets
with new foods like radish,
spinach, cabbage, carrot, and
swiss chard. Workshops on animal
care and productivity teach families
how to benefit economically from the sale of
vegetable products, as well as livestock.

Standing up for Human Rights
PWS&D is working with local partner AMMID
to teach Maya-Mam men and women about their
collective rights in order to protect their land from
environmentally harmful mining operations.
Women are also encouraged to take on a greater
role in decision-making at the community level and
have their voices heard by governing bodies.

Their participation is strengthened though
workshops on gender equality, conflict resolution
and the formation of development policies.

Making a Difference for
Generations to Come
“We want to improve our
living conditions and leave a
good legacy for our children
and grandchildren,” says
Teresa Diaz.
Through the AMMID
project, Teresa was trained as
an agriculture promoter, and
now teaches other women how
to care for the soil and use locally
available resources to grow more
food.
“Before starting this program, I
bought everything I needed to eat from the market,
or I wouldn’t buy anything because I didn’t have the
money. Now we plant many trees and harvest
vegetables from our own gardens.” The benefits are
dramatic—Teresa reports that their health has
improved and they are able to earn money.

“I am so grateful and hope this work
continues so that other women in need can
improve their living conditions too.”

Empowering Women with the
Fraternidad of Maya
Presbyterials
In Guatemala, Maya-Mam women have endured
a long history of discrimination due to gender, race
and poverty. Most do not have access to land and
only 30 per cent can read and write. Working with
the Fraternidad of Maya Presbyterials, PWS&D is
helping 134 vulnerable women access loans to
purchase cows and build livelihoods.
Through the project, participants are learning
how to properly care for their cows so they can
grow healthy and strong and provide products such
as cheese and whey as a source of income. With
support to form cooperatives, women are working
together to expand and strengthen dairy milk
production.
By supporting each other to take charge of their
livelihoods, participants are more confident, making
household decisions and improving their lives. As
women increase their household incomes and
exceed expectations of men, they are slowly ending
years of discrimination.
“We are changing, and our families are
changing,” shares Carmelina.

Your Gifts Make a Difference!
Through your generous support, PWS&D is
assisting marginalized men and women in
Guatemala with agriculture and livestock
initiatives, and women’s empowerment programs.
Below are examples of how your gifts are shared:

$25 provides
seeds for a family
garden plot

$57 buys fruit
trees (avocado,
peach, plum)
for a family

$200 trains a
woman in advocacy
and empowers political
participation

$230 helps one family farm for the future
$650 helps a vulnerable woman purchase a cow
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